Press release
Suzlon deploys Nexans’ end to end cable solutions
for wind farm projects in Brazil
Nexans is helping Suzlon achieve effective and reliable connections for around
150 wind turbine generators installed in major wind farm projects across Brazil
Paris, February 25, 2014 – Suzlon, one of the world’s leading wind turbine
manufacturers, has turned to Nexans to support its major projects in Brazil with
complete end to end cable solutions that will ensure effective, efficient and reliable
connections for some 150 wind turbine generators (WTGs). The total contract value is
worth around €11 million.
In two framework agreements with Suzlon, Nexans is supplying its WINDLINK® LV and
MV tower cables, site kits and accessories together with MV inter-array cables and HV
export cables that form the connection to local substations. This enables Suzlon to
benefit from advanced, fully integrated, end-to-end cable solutions that cover not only
the products, but also comprehensive technical and logistical support.
While the wind farm projects are located across Brazil, Nexans is delivering the cables
to Suzlon production sites around the world including Vietnam, Indonesia, South Korea
and Brazil.
Hemant Prabhakar, Nexans’ Group Key Account Manager for Suzlon, said: ‘Our high
level of involvement with Suzlon is a perfect illustration of how Nexans continues to
extend its service well beyond simply supplying cables to supporting wind industry
customers with complete solutions, technical documentation, logistics and site
supervision.’
About Nexans
Nexans brings energy to life through an extensive range of cables and cabling solutions that deliver
increased performance for our customers worldwide. Nexans’ teams are committed to a partnership
approach that supports customers in four main business areas: Power transmission and distribution
(submarine and land), Energy resources (Oil & Gas, Mining and Renewables), Transportation (Road,
Rail, Air, Sea) and Building (Commercial, Residential and Data Centers). Nexans’ strategy is founded on
continuous innovation in products, solutions and services, employee development, customer training
and the introduction of safe, low -environmental- impact industrial processes.
In 2013, Nexans became the first cable player to create a Foundation to introduce sustained initiatives
for access to energy for disadvantaged communities worldwide.
We have an industrial presence in 40 countries and commercial activities worldwide, employing close to
26,000 people and generating sales in 2013 of nearly 6.7 billion euros. Nexans is listed on NYSE
Euronext Paris, compartment A.
For more information, please consult: www.nexans.com
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